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Abstract 
An Intelligent grid data management is one of the upcoming future of the integrated and optimization of power and data 

management, it is having two-way approach of optimization power and data. The balancing factors of power, and optimization of 

data is useful to create an automatic to the intelligent grid data management. In this paper we discussed in cloud computing 

environment how integrated architecture of intelligent grid data management works and utilize power and data, our aim is to 

obtain the optimized intelligent grid data management and balancing factors of power grid and data management in this 
mechanism we named as Integrated architecture of an intelligent grid data management in Cloud computing. The intelligent  grid 

mechanism to manage the balancing of power usage cost and optimization of data in grid utilization.  The simulation result shows 

this mechanism is reduce the power consumption and efficient data utilization mechanism in intelligent grid management 

compared to non intelligent grid management and effective result then intelligent grid data management in cloud computing 

environment. 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------***------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An intelligent grid is upcoming features of the electrical grid 
in information and communication technology to obtain the 

information and act on information about the behaviors 

suppliers and consumers have effective utilization of power 

and data to improve the efficiency, reliability, availability, 

cost. To manage the balancing factors of efficiency, 

reliability, availability and cost to control production and 

distribution of electricity and data are important aspects of 

the intelligent grid, optimization of functionality of their 

power and data generation, transmission, distribution, 

demand in intelligent grid. In power grid the important 

element are digital processing and communication, present 
an intelligent grid data flow and information management 

central to the intelligent grid. Integrated technology of 

intelligent grid are making the key issues of various 

capabilities. In power grid the important element are digital 

processing and communication, present an intelligent grid 

data flow and information management central to the 

intelligent grid. Integrated technology of intelligent grid are 

making the key issues of various capabilities. 

 

Balancing parameters of Intelligent Grid Data Management 

there are the integrated fashion through various factors are 

reliability, efficiency, availability, cost, flexibility in 
network topology, efficiency, load adjustment or load 

balancing, peak curtailment or Leaving and time of using 

pricing, sustainability, market and enabling, demand and 

response support, plat form advanced services and many 

other parameters, here some of the primary fallowing  

parameters are discussed in this paper. 

Optimization methodology in intelligent  grid data 

management of making optimize such as  power and data 

generation, transmission and distribution  to design such as 

fully minimum functionality. Power and data generation 

constraints to maintain adequate online reserves, 

minimization of the size of data and unit power of uploading 

data item in cloud. Transmission line congestion limits to 

prevent overloads, optimization of the data manipulations 

and intermediate transmission between one cloud to another 

cloud. Incremental heat rate characteristics for each 

generation unit. Detailed nonlinear cost function modeling in 

demand optimization to optimize the data redundancy, task 
execution, data splitting, data exclusive, data upload and 

inter and intra cloud data transfer constraints. 

 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discuss about 

the related architecture of intelligent grid data management 

in cloud computing. Section 3 describes the integrated 

architecture of intelligent grid data management Section 4 

presents possibilities of optimization techniques on  the 

intelligent grid data management. Section 5 deals with the 

simulation results and experimental analysis and finally, 

conclusions are drawn in Section 6. 
 

2. THE ARCHITECTURE OF INTELLIGENT 

GRID DATA MANAGEMENT IN CLOUD 

COMPUTING 

In this section we are going to discuss the how cloud 
computing is interacted with the  intelligent grid. There are 

various cloud providers such as Amazon, Microsoft and 
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Google having the huge and large amount of datacenters[2]. 

Amazon having the biggest datacenter in United Sates[3]. 

Every datacenter consist of the servers, cooling machines, 

power management, power transformers[1,2,3,4]. Microsoft 

datacenter in quinsy, Washington having 43,602 square 

meters of space and uses 4.9 KM of chillier pipeline, 966 
KM of power wire  92,900 squares meters of drywall and 

1.5 metric tons backup batteries[1,2,3,4]. The fallowing 

figure 1 virtual diagram shows the how the datacenters are 

interacted with the cloud computing is communicated with 

in intelligent Grid 

 

 
 

The interaction between clod and intelligent grid is done 

through the various massively huge number of datacenters as 

shown in figure 1. The datacenters in cloud computing plays 

a major role on the primary balancing factors of power grid 

such as efficiency, reliability, availability and cost. 

Datacenters are the heart of the cloud computing and 
requires the huge amount of the electricity if datacenters are 

increasing electricity and cost increasing. 

 

Power Grid: The power grid was designed and 

implemented 120 years ago, the power grid is integrated on 

intelligent grid, electricity power is produced at the power 

generator from power plant it consist of the transformers. 

This power generation plants are very large in infrastructure 

and are located far away from huge populated areas [12]. 

The power generator connects to the generator setup 

transformer it transform the higher voltage electricity power 

through the transmission lines for long distance to reach the 
substation set up transformer. Then after reaching the 

substation setup transformer the higher voltage electricity 

power distributed voltage and transform to the substation, 

primary and secondary customers where it will be located as 

shown in figure 2. 

 

In cloud Computing how to interact the data management on 

intelligent grid. Data Management system having the  

storage, integration, validation analysis and increase the 

performance of different data in intelligent grid [4]. The 

cloud provider provides the service provider and end user, 
the service provider is nothing but intelligent grid data 

management as shown in Figure 2. The intelligent grid data 

management under service provider consist of the four sub 

domains such as power and data generations, transmission, 

distribution, customers. Under end user consist of the  

market and services and operations. The service provider act 

as intelligent grid, it will provide all services and fulfill the 

end user. The end user asks for solutions to the cloud 
provider  cloud provider provides the service as shown in 

figure 2. 

 

Intelligent Grid Data Management: An Intelligent grid is 

the integrated architecture of the power grid in cloud 

environment  it divided into three modules such as cloud 

provider, service provider and end user. The service provider 

it act like heart of intelligent grid  it contains power and data 

generation, transmission, distribution, customers, market, 

service and operation. The power grid is integrated through 

the intelligent grid, the balancing factors of efficiency, 
reliability, availability and cost and optimizing the 

generation, distribution, transmission and demand. The 

integrated architecture of intelligent grid data management 

as shown in figure 2. 

 

Cloud Provider: It will provide the environment  where 

services are performed their execution. All user are 

connected through the cloud provider. The  user submitted 

applications or developed the applications submitted to the 

cloud provider, cloud provider allocate the resource to 

different requests and different requirements. 

 
Service Provider: It provides organizations with consulting, 

legal, real estate, education, communications, storage, 

processing, and many other services. Such a process of 

allocation and reallocation of resources is the key 

accommodating unpredictable demands and improving the 

return on investment from the infrastructure supporting to 

the cloud. 

 

End User: In intelligent grid the end user is the individual 

who uses the service by the demand for the cloud 

computing. 
 

Power and Data Generation: In intelligent grid power and 

data  generation is a concept of matching electricity and data 

production with demand using multiple identical generators 

which can start, stop and operate efficiently at chosen load, 

independently of the others, the load of the generation it may 

vary or it may stable make them suitable for base load and 

peaking power and data generation. Matching power and 

data supply and demand, called load balancing, is essential 

for a stable and reliable supply of power and data. The load 

balancing depends up on various factors  short-term 

deviation in the balance lead to variations of frequency and a 
prolonged mismatch result in blackouts, transformers to 

store the huge amount of power for the future use. 

 

Transmission: The broadcasting of electric power and data 

transmission, electricity and data distribution  from one 

location to another, as from a transmitter to a receiver. The 

intelligent grid is a centralized unidirectional system. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_power_transmission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_distribution
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Distribution: The process of making electricity or data  and 

service available for use or consumption by a consumer. 

 

Customers Demand: An individual who uses of electricity 

or  data, may store the power or data and manage the 

electricity power or data, the customer who pays for supply 
and creates demand. 

 

Market: In intelligent grid environment market can be 

called the  manage electricity or data on available or current 

existing electricity power that of all existing and supplying 

needs. 

 

Services: An intelligent grid environment it use of robust 

two-way communications, advanced sensors, and distributed 

computing technology will improve the efficiency, 

reliability and safety of power delivery and use of data. It 

also opens up the potential for entirely new services or 

improvements on existing ones, such as fire monitoring and 
alarms that can shut off power, make phone calls to 

emergency services, etc. 

 

Operations: End user required all above operations with 

various deployment to new ways to manage supply  and 

demand of integrated communications. 

 

 
 

 

The cloud provider demands the service to the service 

provider, service provider consist of large amounts of data 

storage and provide service for appropriate request for cloud 

provider. The services are many types if service are exist it 

may be new service as for parent child process. The resource 

provisioning concept, allocate resources among the best 

process is also challenging task. This really advances the use 
of resources and services for different participants  in  the 

intelligent grid environment management. 

 

3. OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES ON 

INTELLIGENT GRID DATA MANAGEMENT 

An integrated architecture of intelligent grid consist of the 

service provider and power grid , the total load connected to 

the intelligent grid may vary significantly over time. Even 

though the total load is the sum of many individual choices 

of the clients,  the overall load is may be a stable, may be 

varying. Suppose for example increment of the load if a 

popular television program starts and millions of televisions 
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will draw current at once, usually to respond a rapid increase 

in power consumption, faster than the start-up time of a 

large generator, some spare generators are put on a 

dissipative standby mode. It requires the balancing factors of 

efficiency, reliability, availability and cost of intelligent grid 

to warn all individual television sets, or another larger 
customer, to reduce load temporarily or continuously.  . 

 

Balancing Factors of the Power Grid 

Algorithm 1: Balancing factors in intelligent grid data 

management 

Begin 

Input: Efficiency, Reliability, Availability, Cost output: 

balancing Efficiency, Reliability, Availability and Cost 

 

Step 1: After initialize power grid PG. 

 

Step 2: Calculate the distribution of power  PD approaching 

cloud services initializing the cost function for billing the 
power balancing factor from step 3. 

 

Step 3: Efficiency 100%out

in

P

P
  where outP  is total 

output power delivered to the load of grid and inP  is total 

input power 

 

Step 4: Availability 
MTBF

A
MTBFMTTR



where MTBF 

is Mean Time Between Failure and MTTR is Mean Time 
Rate. 

 

Step 5: Reliability
()

(/ )

t

t tmR e e   Where 
( )t

R is 

reliability, e exponential,  failure rate, m is mean time 

between failure and t is time 1
m


 i.e        

 
( )

( )

1
log ( )n

t

t
m

R


 

 

Step 6: The cost of the Power Grid at various levels   

 ; 1,2,.........iPGi N minimize the cost of the 

power grid min

1

( )
N

i i

i

F FPG


 , If PD is power 

distribution of the power grid to balancing factor of the 

power 
1

0
N

i

i

PGPD


    and the operating limits are 

,min ,maxi i iPG PGPG  The unit production cost function 

is approximately quadratic equation where , ,i i ia b c are 

constants        

 
2() ; 1,2,......i i i i i i iFPGaPGbPGci N  

 

Step 7: Assign cost function to the cloud service providers 

 

Step 8: Repeat Step 3-7 to analyze the details of cost 

function data by the service providers to estimate the 

balancing factor   

 

Step 9: Compute the power utilization and data of the grid 

d
Con

d

u
P

c
  where  is the balancing factor, 

d
u is the 

utilization of the devise and dc is the capacity of the device 

for each device consumption in grid do occurrences power 

utilization and data take back power utilization and data 

amass power utilization and data 

End 

 

Step 10: repeat all above steps until the details of power 

consumption to the intelligent grid service providers 

End 

 

Optimization Technique on Intelligent Grid 

 
 

max () ()()

() (,)(,)(,)
D T Tn k k

iniki i i

IGTIGTIGT

td

dDtTcCd cCtuUt

foc BvtcSzdcPwcu
 

      (2) 

 

In generation optimization there are number of clouds in 

cloud environment set of clouds 1 2{, ,............, }nCcc C , 
there are number of datacenters required the set of data items 

1 2{, ,............, }nDdd d ,the set of users 

1, 2{ ,........ }nU uu u , to calculated the summations are 

1a , 2a , 3a . Unit size of data items storage at datacenter in 

cloud ( , )iD

ZS d c and unit storage  power required at 

datacenter in particular cloud c is ( )stPw c , power of 

uploading data item at datacenter  in cloud is ( , )ULPw d c , 
power of downloading data item at datacenter in cloud  

( , )DLPw d c . 
 

The generation optimization to calculate the overall cost of 

generation. ( )genf oc minimum value of ( )genf oc  is 

min

( )genf oc

min ()

() (,)(,)(,)i

D Dn n
ini i

D UL DL

gen

dDcCuUd

foc SzdcpwdcPwdc



     

(1) 
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In transmission and distribution optimization the particular 

task t the set of  tasks kT is 1 2{, ,..........}k nT tt t , summation 

of cost  binary variable for uploading the data at datacenter 

in cloud ( , )ULBv d c  with the unit storage power required 

at datacenter  in cloud ( )StPw c , binary variable task t to 

cloud c is ( , )TkBr t c , the computation cost charged by task 

t to cloud c is ( , )Cp t c , The cost of is the Binary variable 

integrated transmitting tasks 1 2,t t cloud 1 2,c c is 

1 2 1 2(, , , )IGTBv t t cc . size of tasks 1( )TKSz t and power of 

unit cost cloud 1c  to 2c  1 2( , )IGTPw c c . In transition and 

distribution optimization to calculate the overall cost of 

transition and distribution, the overall cost 

( )tdf oc maximum value of ( )tdf oc  is 
max

( )tdf oc  

 

In transition and distribution optimization, the objective 

function of each and every task is executed in the cloud. 

 

()

(,)1,k

Tk
i

T

k

cCt

Brtc tT



                                       (3) 

 

In demand optimization domain most utilities rely on 

manual processes spread sheets and independent software 

applications to decide if, when, and how many resources are 

needed to support forecasted demand. the system's demand 

dispatch support tool recommendations to the use for 

optimal results. storage splitting ratio at datacenter of data 

item ( )d , data redundancy ratio at datacenter ( )d  as 

inequality constraint size of data item is less then ratio of the 

data, the objective functions are defined as fallows, the 

demand optimization is minimum 

min

( )min(( ),( ))d gen tdfoc foc foc
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i

i
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            (4) 

 

size of data item in cloud  the ratio storage data redundancy 

with in {0,1} 
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eq.(13) is data exclusive constraint then 

 

(,)[,), (),n nD D

nSzdcocCddD                  (6) 

 

In demand data binary variable data upload to cloud 

constraint 
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Binary variable the task performing at inter cloud 

 

11 22 1212

1 1
((,) (,)) (,,,)
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of an Intelligent Grid Data Management which 

operates for number of hours in a day at load balancing 

transmission. we brought the data from the reliability of test 

system through the website [2]. we shown the simulation 

result lot of betterment then the intelligent grid management 

and non intelligent grid management as shown in figure 

4(a)(b). 

 

 
Fig 4: a) Hours in a day observation load balancing 

transmission of intelligent grid 
 

 
Fig 4b) load balancing transmission increasing the peak 

hours. 

 

An intelligent grid data management  is tested with the 

MATLAB,R2011b version. The mathematical model of 

optimization power and data management as shown figure 

5(a) (b). 
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Fig 5a) data utilization on intelligent grid 

 

 
Fig 5b) power and data utilization on intelligent grid 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the power and data management 
mechanism for intelligent grid. It interacts with the huge and 

massive datacenters to provide communication between 

intelligent grid with integrated architecture in cloud 

computing environment, we concentrated on design 

possibility that can balance the power load and data 

management on the intelligent grid by distributing the 

service requests among the datacenters. The optimization 

methods provides analysis for power utilization and 

effective utilization of data management in cloud computing, 

still there are many issues to solve. This simulation results 

provide the effective management of data and power on 

intelligent grid, we implement optimization techniques on 
various tool kit to measure the effective results. The future 

work to implement optimization techniques in intelligent 

grid and micro grid. 
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